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Navigating implant
selection is one of
the most important
decisions you and your
surgeon can make.
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By

BENGTSON CENTER FOR
AE STHETIC S AND PLA STIC SURGERY
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

With more than 4,000
breast augmentations
performed in 25 years,
Dr. Bradley Bengtson, MD,
FACS, is a leader in his field.
He also serves as an educator
in more than 50 Bioskills labs
and symposiums around
the world to educate fellow
surgeons on new techniques
and technologies.

WHO I AM
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MY DREAM
INNOVATION

A new technology that
will eliminate seromas and
allow for normal healing

CELEB PHOTOS MY
PATIENTS MOST
OFTEN BRING IN

Jennifer Aniston
and Jennifer Lopez
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THREE WORDS THAT
BEST DESCRIBE ME

Innovative, caring,
compassionate
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MY HAPPIEST
PROFESSIONAL
MOMENT

Board Certification
American Board
of Plastic Surgery

Fulfilling a lifelong dream
of starting, developing and
growing my own aesthetic
plastic surgery practice

CONNECT
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Visit the doctor’s gallery of
before-and-after photos at:
newbeauty.com/bengtson

WHAT I CAN’T
LIVE WITHOUT

Location
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Our Vectra® 3-D imaging
and simulation system that
allows patients to see potential
results before surgery

Phone
616.588.8880
877.822.8880
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bengtsoncenter.com
transforMDskincare.com

WHAT SETS MY
PRACTICE APART

HOW I WOULD SPEND
EXTRA TIME IN A DAY

With my family

MY CREDENTIALS
Medical Degree
Indiana University
School of Medicine

   

My practice is constantly
evolving as I continue to
bring in the most advanced
nonsurgical innovations and
new surgical techniques and
technologies to obtain the
best results for my patients

A FEW OF MY
SPECIALTIES…
Breast Augmentation
Revision Breast Surgery
Breast Lift / Reduction
Abdominoplasty

fter performing

more than 4,000 breast augmentation and 1,500 breast revision procedures, Dr. Bradley
Bengtson has developed a successful process and approach to meeting each patient’s
desired outcome. “We are always striving for the most natural-looking, proportional
results,” he says. “We have a unique patient-centric practice. At the Bengtson Center,
it’s all about the patient.” With his innovative approach and utilizing the most current
techniques and technologies, he continues to raise the bar for exceptional and consistent
outcomes. “The best surgery result is in patients you can’t tell have even had it,” adds the
doctor. “My passion is bringing innovation and art to the practice of plastic surgery.”

Laser / Standard Liposuction

Shaping the Breasts

Despite this patient’s minimal volume and constricted
breasts, Dr. Bengtson was able to achieve natural-looking,
proportional results using “gummy bear” implants.
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Cellulite Treatment
Facelift / Necklift
Blepharoplasty / Browlift
Rhinoplasty
Labiaplasty / ThermiVa®
Body Contouring / Bodylift
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